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ONCE AGAIN ABOUT THE SCIENTIFICITY OF ECONOMIC THEORY 

Emil Dinga 

1. Preamble 

The largest accepted view on the scientificity of a theory is based on three pillars: a) the explicative 

potential; b) the predicting capacity; c) the correspondence-truth of testing theory’s predictions.  

(a) The first pillar: the explicative capacity requires the theory be capable to provide consistent, 

coherent, and complete descriptions of the causality involved by the phenomenology about 

which that theory is concerned. No matter if the descriptions are delivered as equations, 

incantations, or pictures. For example, a metaphysical theory (like a religious one) verifies 

this pillar. So, the first pillar gives to theory the predicate of being a story device. The story 

device provides the theoreticity. 

(b) The second pillar: although there are enough researchers which assert that a theory is asked 

only to provide explanations (that is, to be a story), not predictions too, such a positioning 

is clearly sophistic: an explanation is a description of causality, therefore, eo ipso, it is a 

prediction on the past; then, it is sufficient to reverse the algebraic sign of the time variable 

in that explanation to get a prediction. Being asked to be explanatory, a theory is implicitly 

credited with the prediction capability. So, the second pillar gives to theory the predicate of 

being a prophetical device. The prophetical device provides the symmetry, or equivalently, 

the two-edged. 

(c) The third pillar: this pillar is the most problematic (and, at the same time, is the very ”litmus 

paper” of the predicate of scientificity). The correspondence-truth is simply the semantic 

coincidence, that is, the (perfect) superposition of the referential concerned, between the 

predictive enunciation and the descriptive one. The crucial point addresses, here, the 

predictive enunciation: what is focused it on? Generally, the target of a predictive statement 

is a conclusion (for example, a conjecture) of the theory which the conclusion is belonging 

to. Therefore, any such a conclusion is an internal truth (that is, a coherence-based truth). 

But a theory (of any kind) is an individual of Popper’s third world, that is, it is an inter-

personal (or inter-subjective) ”object”. For the internal truth be an inter-personal one, it 

must be externally validated. From methodological perspective, such an external validation 

must be done by an experiment (or, alternatively and equivalently, experience) publicly 

observed. The correspondence-truth is, so, nothing else than a coincidence between the 

internal truth and the external one. So, the third pillar gives to theory the predicate of being 

externally/publicly testable. Nota bene: for the moment, it is not necessary to require 

effective test, but it is sufficient to claim the testability device. The testability device 

provides the scientificity. 

2. The question 

Since the correspondence-truth means the (semantic) coincidence between the internal truth (more 

exactly, the statement regarding the internal truth) and the external one (more exactly, the statement 

regarding the experimented/experienced truth), the crucial point is to elucidate the nature of the 

internal truth. As already stated, the internal truth is a truth based on a logical coherence – a valid 

conclusion/conjecture inferred from the (axioms of) theory. However, such a qualification does not 

provide us with no information about the nature of that conclusion. Is it referring to the objective 

world, or to an imaginary one? To a disappeared world, a current one, maybe a future world? To an 

objectified world, a possible one, maybe a desirable world? And so on. Establishing the nature of the 

internal truth is a sufficiency to get the (same) nature of the external one, because the two truths must 

be commensurable between them. In the remaining of this intervention, I shall briefly develop a 

reasoning in this matter. 
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3. Brief discussion 

If the internal truth addresses the possible worlds, then is about natural sciences (with their leader – 

physics). If the internal truth is about past worlds, then is about historical sciences (Nota bene: 

historical sciences have their own testability – counter-factual analysis). If the internal truth is about 

desirable worlds, then is about social sciences. To be mentioned, by the way, that mathematics (as 

well as logic, accounting, and other of the same) is not at all a science, but an operational technique 

– it is not concerned with the truth, but with the (correct) judgement only. 

historical sciences

past worlds

desirable worlds

possible worlds

natural sciences social sciences

 

Therefore, the fundamental (epistemological) here idea is that all the three (cognitive) human activity 

are sciences. This implies that any sort of science should be examined and assessed according to 

(based on) its own distinct type of the internal truth: (i) historical science is aimed at to the actualized 

truth (but with useful incursions into the desirable/counter-factual one; (ii) natural science is aimed 

at to the possible truth (but with useful incursions into the past actualized one); (iii) social science is 

aimed at to the desirable truth (but with incursions into both possible and actualized ones). 

If the above precaution is done, the social theories (including the economic ones) are sciences as well. 

To be mentioned that the differences between the three kinds of sciences arise in connection only to 

the testability device – regarding the story device, and the prophetical device, respectively, the three 

kinds  of sciences are absolutely indiscernible. Consequently, more exactly, regarding the social 

(economic) science, on the testability device – which provides the very scientific character/nature of 

this a science – the following considerations could be of interest: 

• the internal truth of economic theory is not originated into the knowledge territory, but into 

the teleology. More precise, the prediction about the future events/states of economic 

systems/processes  refers to a goal to be achieved (that is, is desirable to be achieved). 

Rigorously, such a statement is not properly a prediction, but rather a prescription; 

• the difference between the teleological truth and the phenomenological truth (which is specific 

for the cognitive territory) is located at the kind of the generative cause: while the cognitive 

truth is (in Aristotle-ian terms) an effect of the efficient cause, the teleological truth is an effect 

of the final cause; 

• the „ritual” of getting the external truth is the same for the cognitive internal truth and for the 

teleological internal truth: the semantic equivalence between prediction and description (for 

the cognitive truth), and between the prescription and description (for the teleological truth); 

• but a crucial difference arises around the result of the above-mentioned comparison: 

➢ a semantical non-coincidence between prediction and description leads (according to 

Pooper’s falsifiability theory) to rejection the theory/hypothesis which the prediction was 

formulated on; 

➢ what can be said about a semantical non-coincidence between prescription and description? 

In my opinion, to answer that question, it is necessary to clarify if the goal (as teleological 

truth) is inferred (or not) – or, more generally, which what degree is it inferred – from the 

social/economic science. This exam is very important (and relevant), since, as it seems to 

me, a goal is a (for the moment, quite strange) mix between the economic science 

”recommendation” and the own (perhaps, enough autonomous) desire of the individual 

concerned. 

I shall stop here the discussion, but I promise to resume it soon from the point already reached. 


